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Introduction. The volume of a Cartier divisor on a projective integral variety measures the asymptotic rate of growth of the
dimension of the global sections of the multiples of the divisor. It provides a good way to understand the big divisor classes. As
a generalization, the mobility defined on the cone of pseudo-effective cycle classes measures the asymptotic rate of growth of
the dimensions of the global sections of the multiples of the cycle classes. It provides a way to understand the big cycle classes.
The mobility function for divisors coincides with the volume function, and the mobility function for 0-cycles is just n! times the
degree function. For cycles in other dimensions, the mobility is difficult to compute in general.
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Example. For 𝐗 = 𝐏ଷ and 𝐇, being the hyperplane in 𝐗, we only have the estimation 1 ≤ 𝑚𝑜𝑏(𝐇ଶ) ≤ 3.45, and it is still a
conjecture that 1 = 𝑚𝑜𝑏(𝐇ଶ).
Theorem. Let α be a pseudo-effective cycle class and 𝐀 be a nef divisor class. Then





Corollary. Let α be a pseudo-effective cycle class. Then we have estimations of 𝑚𝑜𝑏 𝛼 , in terms of its intersections with divisors,
(1) 𝑚𝑜𝑏 𝛼 ≥ 𝑠𝑢𝑝∏௝ୀଵ௡ି௞ 𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝐀𝐣)
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where 𝐀𝐣 runs over all nef divisor classes such that α −∏௝ୀଵ
௡ି௞ 𝐀𝐣 is pseudo-effective, and









where 𝐀𝒉 runs over all nef and big divisor classes.
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